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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1827 a botanist named Robert Brown noticed that many 
small particles, when immersed in a fluid and then observed 
under a microscope, moved erratically instead of sinking. 
The intensity of the motion observed in this phenomenon, now 
known as Brownian movement, was found to be inversely 
proportional to the viscosity of the fluid (or gas) in which 
the particles were Lmmersed and to the largeness of the 
particles. Although higher temperatures increased the speed 
with which the particles moved, the density and composition 
of the particles was seen to be immaterial. Perhaps the most 
amazing characteristic of Brownian motion was that it was 
incessant. 
More than thirty-five years after Brownrs discovery, 
Weiner theorized that the cause of Brownian motion must be in 
the surrounding liquid. Later he explained this phenomenon 
as being caused by movements of the molecules of the liquid. 
In 1877 Delsaux proposed this same explanation which is now 
the accepted theory. It was Gouy in 1888 who gave the theory 
some factual backing. He also discovered that Brownian 
movement was not influenced by changes in the intensity of 
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illumination or by a strong electro-magnetic field. 
y 
However, it was not until the early twentieth century 
that Einstein derived the probability distribution of the 
displacement of the free particle in Brownian motion. He 
studied this problem rather than attempting to find the 
velocity distribution since mean values of the displacement 
could actually be measured. Later experiments by Perrin 
showed close agreement with Einstein's theory. 
This paper is an attempt to summarize a few of the 
different methods used by mathematicians and physicists from 
Einstein to the present time in finding the distribution 
functions of the velocity and displacement for particles in 
Brownian motion. One of the earliest discoveries was that 
the probability distribution of the displacement of the free 
particle was the same as that of a chance error. Later the 
velocity distribution of free particles was found to be 
Maxwellian - that is it had the distribution of the velocity 
of molecules of a gas in a steady state. Also to be considered 
are the distribution functions when the particles are in the 
presence of a field of force and with reflecting barriers. 
Chapter V deals with other results and some applications from 
the time of Perrin's measurement of the Avogadro number to 
the current investigations in noise analysis. 
In this paper the particles are assumed to be isotropic 
unless otherwise stated. 
!fsee Jean Perrin, Brownian Movement and Molecular Reality, 
Taylor and Francis, London, 1910, pp.3-9. 
CHAPTER II 
THE FREE PARICLE 
Einstein's derivation of the displacement distribution.--
T.he sLmplest example of Brownian motion for which physicists 
have derived the distribution function of the displacement of 
the particles is the case of the free particle. It has no 
forces acting on it except those caused by the molecules of 
the liquid or gas in which the particle is immersed. In 1905 
Einstein first solved this problem, discovering that the 
probable distribution function fo·r the displacement of such 
particles was Gaussian. y 
To carry out his proof, which was for one-dLmensional 
Brownian motion, he first assumed that the movements of the 
particles were independent of each other and of themselves 
after certain periods of time. The tLme interval I( was 
chosen by Einstein to be long enough for the independence of 
movement of the particles, yet very short in comparison with 
the observed interval of time. Letting n represent the total 
number of particles suspended in the liquid (or gas) and Ll 
the increase in the x-coordinate of the particle during time 
'T, he/represented the number of particles, dn , displaced by 
!/Albert Einstein, Investigations on the Theory of the Brownian 
Movement, E.P. Dutton and Company, New York, pp. 12-17. 
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a value between .Ll and 11+J.A in the following equation: 
Since ¢Cll) was a probability density, it had to satisfy 
the condition 
)_-too ¢CA) Jl:l = 1 
-oo 
and had to be ditte:rent t:rom ze:ro only to:r ve:ry small values 
ot .6. Also 
expressed the condition that the probability or moving to 
the :right by an amount ll was equal to the probability ot' 
moving to the lett by the same amount since the pa:rticles we:re 
assumed to be isotropic. 
In order to calculate the distribution at time f+'f !':rom 
that at time t 1 Einstein considered the number of particles 
located, .at time -b+'f 1 between two planes which we:re 
perpendicula:r to the x-axis at -'f... and t'fA-h. Then, letting 
'Jr-:::f(-K-)t) be the number of particles per unit volume, he found 
that 
.ll=~ 
{1) P(1-,1:+1"")d_y._ - dt · ~ P("'X.+IJ.>-l:) ¢C~) dll. 
A,;:-(>(} 
This equation expressed the fact that the number of pa:rticles 
located between If. and ~+d:x at time T;.-t-7 was equal to the 
sum (over all values ot' D. ) or the particles at a distance of 
~away t':rom there at time i multiplied by the probabilities 
of decreasing by the respective values of~. 5 
Next he expanded both sides of equation (l) in Taylor 
Series. Thus the left side became. when expanded in powers 
of r. 
f(t}t+1"')-. Prtt>t) + 1-",~~ 
because ~ was very small and additional terms of the series 
could be neglected. The function under the integral sign 
on the right side of equation (l) became, when expanded in 
powers of ~. , 
Fr-r.M;t)"' fr"X,-t)+- 4 · ¥ ~ ~,t) +If: • ~z~~lt) -t- • .. 
Therefore equation (l) was rewritten as 
r t>4 P rt (J(J "2., r+()(J 2. 
(2) f+Y· ~!:: f')_C13t:/>(A)d.ll+ ~ • J_(l()~ ¢'G6)d4 +~z"}j_ t/X~)~A+. •D 
which s~plified to 
yp 'bz..P 
<3> tt = D <r?L~ 
when he let 
I (-t()(J ~z. .J 
J):; 7p ~ ~ 2 (/} (b.) d.. t1 " 
The first term on the left side of equation (2) cancelled 
the first term on the right as 
+I)(! 
) (/) (LJ)d.J1 = i 
-¢.1 
was a given property of the probability density function. 
The second term on the right side of equation (2) and every 
second term after that dropped out because ¢ was an even 
function. The other terms after the third were extremely 
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small in comparison so they also dropped out. The equation (3) 
which Einstein derived was the differential equation for 
diffusion. 
Since the movements of the particles were independent, 
he referred the motion of each particle to a coordinate system 
such that, at time t=O, the origin coincided with the center 
of gravity of the particle. Then f(~Ji)d~ represented the 
number of particles having an increase from 'X to ~ +dJ(. in 
the x-coordinate between the times -/::::o and t=-t. Also for 
-;t~O and t = o 
'f-00 
a..nd S PC~>-t)dt = n. 
-oG 
The solution of' the diffusion equation therefore was 
with [) being the dif'f'usion coef'f'icient. Thus Einstein .found 
the distribution function of the displacement of free Brownian 
particles to be Gaussian. The mean square value of the 
displacement was calculated f'rom P('¥)t) and f'ound to be 2Pt 
The momentum and Fokker-Planck methods.-- Many years after 
Einstein derived the distribution function for the displacement y 
of free Brownian particles, Uhlenbeck and Ornstein arrived 
at the same result, equation (4), by using two different 
methods. Their first approach was through computation of' all 
the mean values of' the velocity ~k for initial velocity ~~ 
yG.E. Uhlenbeck and L.s. Ornstein, "On the 'Iheory o:r the 
Brownian }lotion," Physical Review (Sept., 1930), 36:823-832. 
7 
in order to calculate the velocity distribution of the free 
particle in Brownian motion. To do this they integrated the 
equation of motion 
< 5 > £f + t; .u = A c -t) . 
Here fJ represented the friction coefficient divided by the 
mass and A a fluctuating function F divided by mass. Their 
integration gave 
( 6) ft = .U
0 
£-;6~ -f- £_pi:~ t-Jl.;d$ A($) J t# 
They made two assumptions about the fluctuating force F {t) • 
The first was that the mean value of F(t) at a given time t 
was zero for similar and independent particles having the 
same initial velocity ~o. The second assumption was that 
for values of f{t) at two different times t, and l:z. 1 there 
would be a correlation only when It, -tz.l was very small. 
Using these two assumptions they calculated mean values and 
proved that the normal Gaussian distribution law held for 
..u.- .u £/.Jt", the distribution of the velocity being Maxwellian, () 
1 ) (_ m )'~ $ m (,a-,UD£-;5-t) "2_ / 
( 7 ) G l il..o) ),{.; -t =='· \ 2 /} .-k T ( J- £-zfdt) Lk--f ( ~ k T j _ _e-/di:" J. 
Here h1 represented mass, T the absolute temperature, and Je.. 
the Bolt&mann constant. 
The two authors also used this momentum method to compute 
the mean value of the displacement, ~= ~-~0 • In order to 
calculate the probability that the free particle starting from 
8 
f..= 1(1> with velocity tLc at time f=O would be between 1L and 
X+dt at timet, they integrated equation (6) partially to get 
S:1t--'to ~ ~" (1-[~t)-) .e-4ti1j_;S!.AO)Ji -t f [5t(t)d.!. 
The mean square value for long times t was 
<B> s>< = 7<Dt: =(o/)t;, 
Einstein's result, where ~ was the friction coefficient. 
However, for short times t 
( 9 ) S z. .Uc === Mo2. i ~ 
The two different results can be explained by the fact that 
equation ( 8) holds only when t is large compared to ~ • 
Ornstein and Furth each derived the more general result 
5~ ~ 2 '"~;1 T ( f,.t:-i + £ Jti) 
which would become equation(8) or (9) depending on the value 
of t. Again Uhlenbeck and Ornstein proved that for 
the normal Gaussian distribution law held. Therefore, they 
derived 
f!z_ ~ 
f('t0 /1L1t) = ~7T k T (;;t -J-1-'/.R.-/ft_ ..e-¥l)) "- -lu;,es . 
e. ? rn!"2._ & -~-flo {/-.e--;d':J/1-3 Jz] 
Xf (~kT ~4·t -J +'I.R--,dt-_.L-z4t" 
which for large t became Einstein's result, equation {4). 
The second method used by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein for 
determining ~he velocity and displacement distributions was 
the construction of the Fokker-Planck partial differential 
equations of which the distribution functions were the 
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fundamental solutions. To derive the general Fokker-Planck 
equation, they first considered a distribution function f(~~~~ 
For increments of 11 t in -t , ¢ increased by /J¢ yhich had 
different values for different particles. They used {l/t4rJ;~t:)d(LJfl) 
as the probability of an increase between 11¢ and /:l¢+- d {A 1j). 
Also ¢'=¢+11¢. Therefore, 
(lO) f(t0/()~i-+4t-) ~) f(rJcJ¢'-f1¢,t) I/I(IJ.tf)¢1_1Jrj)-f:)d_(L1r/J) 
where they assumed that the probability of an increase 4¢ 
was independent of' the fact that at t=- (), c/:::. ¢e.. They expanded 
the right side under the integral sign of equation (10) in 
powers of IJ ¢ getting 
f( ¢oi¢ 1-Ll ¢;t) (J(A¢J ¢~A rJ) t)= P{ tbo J ~~ t) (tJ{Ll~tS~ t) 
-/J¢{f//)!ffl//)+ t1fz {f'~ +-2~/tJ'/-t-?Jf/il) ~,,, 
Here the integrals represented the f'ollowing: 
They then developed the left side of equation (10) in powers 
of' /rt and set 
.1 . !i)_ } r f. . Mz j JJt~o ~t--;=~,l¢5i);A~oll-t = z/¢~i) 
and assumed that 
(11) ~ L1r1_k = () 
/Jt~t> i:lt 
10 
After cancelling like terms from each side of equation (10), 
it was rewritten, with ¢ replacing ¢ 1, as 
(12) }t =' ~ f• ~L + (~ - {1% + ~~ t;i~L -~)f. 
Next they calculated "{¢>i) and (z.{¢>-1:) by finding t1it and 
IJ.v."£ from the equation of motion and the original condi tiona 
on A(t). Equation (11) was satisfied since higher powers of 
Llt.t became proportional to those of t1 t higher than the first. 
Therefore, they derived the following form of the Fokker-Planck 
equation for the distribution function of the velocity: 
~ P = £ L ().L P) -r :£_ 'd.. ¥t ~ r.u. :z ou.. 7.. 
where 1;= 24Jc.T/m. The fundamental solution to this equation 
was the same as the result obtained by their previous method, 
equation (7). 
They were not able to use this method for the displace-
ment distribution because, in deriving the Fokker-Planck 
equation, they had assumed that the change 1'l ~ in time i:J. t 
was independent of the particle's being at ~~fo with velocity 
.tlo at time "t=O. In a later article, Wang and Uhlenbeck used 
the Fokker-Planck method and generalized to n dimensions. v y 
Chandrasekhar, like Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, attacked 
the problem of finding the distribution function of the 
¥r¥dng Chen Wang and G.E. Uhlenbeck, "On the theory of the 
rownian Motion II," Physical Review (April-July, 1945), 
17:330-332. 
ys. Chand.rasekhar, "Stochastic Problems in Physics and 
Astronomy," Reviews of Modern Phzsics (January, 1943), 15:20-27. 
ll 
displacement of the free Brownian particle through Langevin's 
equation (5). However, he did it for the three dLmensional 
case. He reasoned from equation (6) that the statistical 
properties of 
-~t ( a ) u - 4" £ 
had to be the same as those of ita equal, 
(b)~-4t i~Jt Art)d t .. 
() 
Since (a) tends to JJ.. as t-7/?t:j in the limit the distribution 
of (b) had to be Maxwellian. Chandrasekhar then proved that 
the velocity distribution was Maxwellian and as i---7 CJt3 
Since 
where ~ represented the displacement, he obtained the result 
for the distribution function, in three dimensions, of the 
displacement at time i given that at time i=D the particle 
was at ~ with velocity ~0• Thus for the x-direction the 
mean squarw displacement was 
again the result which Einstein derived. 
Chandrasekhar also derived his distribution functions 
through the Fokker-Planck partial di.fferential equation, but 
12 
he did this in three dimensions, too. 
The random walk method.-- Another method which physicists 
have used to approximate Brownian motion or one-dimensional 
diffusion is the random walk model. Despite the crudeness 
of this method, in the limit the formulas derived by the 
random walk model agreed with those of diffusion theory. 
y' 
In the paper for which he won the Chauvenet Prize, Kac 
treated the free particle problem by the unrestricted, symmetric 
random walk. He calculated the conditional probability that 
a particle starting at n b. would be at in.l1 after s steps, that 
is f(YJ!llvnil ;s11 or P(n l~;s) where the particle moved either 
~ to the right or ~ to the left along the x-axis at each 
step and ~ was the duration of each step. If ~ of these 
steps were taken to the right and s-r to the left, then 
r--(S-Y')== :lt---s was the total displacement after s steps. For 
~r-S to equal 'YYI-n, S+m-n and M-n must both be even or both 
odd. The r steps can be selected in (~) or (~1:-h) ways. 
He let A~-~n. Now, since the probability of moving one step 
to the right equalled the probability of moving one step to 
the left - both equalled one-half -
s! ~ f N" I ~ S CLnJ 
. l !lr I+ S LS even 
0 other-tV I se 
yMB:rk Kac, "Random Walk and the Theory of Brownian Motion," 
American Mathematical Monthly (September, 1947), 54:369-372. 
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Kac next required ~ and 1"" to approach zero so that 
and Einstein's result, equation (4), followed from the 
Laplace-DeMoivre theorem since 
tfv! Z P ( n J m 55) 
1(, < m.6 < -t.2. 
Kac also pointed out another connection between the 
continuous approach o£ Einstein and the discrete approach or 
random walk method. Noticing that P(flil/ ml1 j s1"") satisfied 
the difference equation 
(13) P( n LlJMA; (S+I) 't) == ~ P ( n~ }(rn-I)Ll) S'l )+ ~ P(nll/(fl'ltOll )51-)) 
he subtracted f(nll/111~)51'-) from each side of equation (13). 
Then he divided both sides by ~ and multiplied and divided 
the right side by 4z_ to get 
(14} -f [P(nflJmb j(St-1)1")- f(nf1lf}1Ll; st-U =-
~ f-Cnll /{m+J)il; sr)-z f{niJ./mll; s1-) + f(t~A fth -1)4 3 S't)l ~7 ~ 4~ ~ 
After using Taylor's expansion o£ all terms in the original 
equation (13} and cancelling like terms, in the limit as 
Ll-7 0 j 1'-' --,l 0 ; .L1 .:it- = 1> .5 r1L1 -7 Yo 5 m 11 ~ JL J 'SIT' =i-J 
the difference equation went over to the differential equation 
of Einstein's method, 
d'P ti ft: :::; D oXz._ .. 
None o£ the above discussions o£ the free particle were 
concerned with reflecting barriers. That the presence of 
14 
such barriers increases the difficulty of the problem can be 
seen from the following solution for the free particle with 
Kac obtained this formula after substituting p= b ~ ~ in his 
solution, equation (17) 1 in the following section for the 
particle in a field of force and with a reflecting barrier. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PARTICLE IN A FIELD OF CONSTANT FORCE 
AND wiTH A REFLECTING BARRIER 
The general case.-- Kac treated this problem, as he did 
that of the free particle, by the discrete random walk 
!I 
method. In this case the probability or a move to the right 
became ~:. ~-~1.1 and to the left r= ~-+,6 /J where ;1 was a 
constant and ~ was small enough for ~ to be greater than 
zero. The presence of a reflecting barrier at -')::.=0 meant that 
the particle must move L1 to the right in the step after it 
reached t=O• An example in which this last condition applied 
was one of Perrin's experiments in which the bottom of the 
vessel containing heavy Brownian particles reflected them 
back. 
Kac again pointed out the connection between the discrete 
approach and the continuous approach which led to a differential 
equation solved by Smoluchowski. He first noticed that P(nlm;s) 
satisfied the difference equation 
f(hlv~tt; s+/) = cg- f(J? I /fl- I; s) +f f(11 /mf/ j s) 
:Cor !h~J.. and 
P Cn I 1) s+l) = P (YI /o; s) 1-f f{YJI J2; s) 
!/Mark Kac, op. cit., pp. 372-379. 
-1.5-
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for m=l and m=O respectively. The initial condition was 
where SCm)~ was the Kronecker delta. The difrerence 
equation which applied for In~ Z was rewritten and expanded 
in Taylor Series as was the free particle equation. When the 
limit was taken - the limits were also the same as for the 
free particle - the difference equation went over formally 
into the differential equation 
"'§1 - I> £i + lf ~<-vR ~-b - ri~ ~ r~ 
which, with .force F<x.)=::-Jj{>D t , was Smoluchowski • s equation. 
In order to calculate f(nlrn)s) ror this example, Kac 
wrote the di.fference equation in matrix notation as 
Here (f)5 , an infinite vector, and A, an infinite matrix, 
were defined as 
;o r [) 0 0 9 "' .. P{nl D)s:) 
' 
D t () 6 " ,.. I) f(n/Jss) (f)s := 
P (fi (2..; s) A= ~ 6- 0 t 0 p . "' ~ t1 1 6 t ~ 
, .. 
, . .. 
I) ... 
, 0 C> 
" 
• 
.,. 
It was then obvious that 
(j>)s-=- A5(f)o 
From the initial condition and above definitions, (p~ was 
1.7 
the infinite vector 
~f). [!] 
which had the number one in the nth position when the components 
s 
were numbered from zero down. Since multiplying A by (p),. 
picked off the nth eolumn of As~ 
Kac chose R. > n+S with rYJ<R so that the (m)n) element of As=-
lim of the (m,n) element of A~ where A~ was the RxR.. submatrix 
R,-7 txlJ 'l 
in the upper left corner of A. Because matrices fk and Q~ 
satisfying 
exist for each value of ~ 1 he found a matrix similar to AR~ 
namely 
The properties of 
matrices of the form (15) made the calculation of the (M/'lJ 
5 
element of AR. easier since 
A~ == fR. D; Qf. . 
Kac thus reduced the problem to that of finding the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A-~ To find the "right" 
eigenvectors (-x)0 )(1!),,- .. ., ·) (1)~_ 1 
t-u) • (ttt), corresponding to 1.:,.,) • ~~') diH 
18 
and ''lett'' eigenvectors (~ )
0
J 
the eigenvalues ))0 ,Jl,;·,. "~-r) 
he used the following equations which matrices and their 
eigenvalues satisfy: 
where A: was AR transpose. Supposing that the eigenvectors 
could be normalized so that 
and since 
then fk was the matrix with columns ("K)k. and 0<., the matrix 
with rows (AJ-~ when all the eigenvalues were distinct, In 
order to find the components of the ~~, Kac used the system 
of linear equations determined by equations (16) and the 
extended infinite system determined by 
He then looked for non-trivial solutions of the latter set 
of linear equations for which 
fR. = 0 
so that he could solve the first set of linear equations. 
Since there were f\ distinct roots to the equation in A 
determined by ~-=0, the solution would give all the eigenvalues 
and the right eigenvectors. Kac then developed a power series 
by multiplying each equation of the extended infinite set of 
19 
linear equations by l,z,z2 , ••• respectively - that is the first 
equation by 1, second by z, etc. - and added them. In this 
manner he found the components ~k as the coefficients of zk 
in a power series expansion. For ~~= 0 he got an equation 
in A. that led to the equation 
ffbkl{& - I 
i~LJ'L &- - t2'-p-1 
which he was able to solve for /l. His solution tor the 
eigenvalues was 
lt;G = :< v1cr 
Ao = :<ipj 
A~<_,= -A() 
where bo was the 
ta_YLh /( tJ-
tay,}, tJ 
only positive root or 
I 
He round the components of the right eigenvectors corre.spond:t:qg 
He computed the left eigenvectors in an analagous manner and 
found them to be the same as the right eigenvectors except for 
coetticients J,j to replace the ~ and (~)~ instead ot (Vp)~ 
20 
he found the conditions for normalization of the vectors to be 
R-t 
C!tk_ tk ( ~ + ~ = l d mz. ( e k-lJ ::= i J {/ r fk == I> 2, · .. .. ) !(- :J 
R-1 '" \ i f .o 
ozk .B-)z_ ( i + ~I G)/1-, CD~) J -= o-r '1L = D) R -1.. 
Since p ( n I tvt) s) equalled the c~) Vl) _!lament of A5 and 
Ao rl o c~\, A~ := &Oo • • • c 11~ • · · o 6 lL -~ 
k C~h 
Kac also stated that in the limit as 
1\ ~0. 'l'--7u ~ if::; :;_ /'' n!l--7 11 ' srr=-i L.l ) ) d-.1" v ) /'- 0 ) 
L ~ P (niYVl)s) = ~ 4'2-f[XaltJt:l) ~. 
1rc:::::VVlfl<~ ~~ 
r) '-
21 
For a particular force.-- Kac's solutions held for the 
general case of the particle in a field of force and with a 
reflecting barrier. If a particular force, such as gravity, 
were considered the solution would be somewhat simpler. y 
Chandrasekhar solved this problem in one dimension since only 
the z-direction was acted upon by gravity. The diffusion in 
the x and y directions was the same as for the free particle. 
T.he differential equation became 
liP -1>"6·zp +c. if 
rt - Y ~"2- r~ 
where (!-=- ( 1- (;-) ( ~~) and '} represented gravity, (' the 
density of the particle, and /o ({D) the density of the .fluid 
surrounding the particle. The differential equation had to 
be solved under the following boundary conditions: 
(a) p -7' $ (J-$Q) f1S t -7 D 
(b > D ( 0fut) +- e f = o a.t ~ = o 
In equation (a) above, ~ represented the Dirac delta. 
Condition (b) meant that no particle went through the bottom 
of the vessel represented by the plane ~-:::::.D. After making 
a transformation, he obtained the .following solution: 
!/Chandrasekhar, op. cit., pp. 57-59. 
22 
P(~. I d,t)=: dtJt)'i 1_ eyJ[- (s-'S·)~t] + eyf F(fl-f.)~t]J 
. ' r ~ ( )- (J"L -t] + _f___ _etj) (JX)I 
-f,ntes ext L-orD ~-;r/1 1Jf) pVifl ) ex;:; (-r)dx, 
Jt-fij!: 
:f! bt: 
If~ at r=O~ there was a uniform distribution of a large 
number of particles in the plane 1= d"~ at first di:ffusion 
would take place as in the free particle example. However, 
gravity would soon cause the maximum to be lowered. The 
reflection at would cause the distribution curve to rise 
with increasing -6 until~ as i ~ oe>, the equilibrium 
distribution was reached: 
o c - C''f/D 
l (Jof1>cV) = p 1- _ 
Since the particle had a greater probability of descending 
than ascending for ~z.IJe'_ and of ascending than descending as 
~-70~ on the average a steady state would be maintained. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE HARMONICALLY BOUND PARTICLE 
The momentum and Fokker-Planck methods.-- To get the 
distribution ~unctions ~or the harmonically bound particle, y 
Uhlenbeck and Ornstein again used the equation o~ motion 
which was, ~or this problem, 
(18) du1Lt -t- p a = A (_f)+ ~ f( (Jt). 
~ter integration the equation became 
t:+At: I 
( 19) ~- _u_ =- - p (~I_~) + s A ( t) J! + ;;;, k'IJ i-~ 
"-t 
Upon computing L1X and .Ll.K~ to get f' and /z.- and substituting 
these values into the general Fokker-Planck equation (12), 
they got 
¥P .L L(kP) -,..,LE_ ( 20) . ~t = - t d -y:_ + v y xz.. 4 
For the harmonically bound particle 
where I..AJ was the ~requency in :<7T seconds. Therefore equation 
(20) became 
!/Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, op. cit., pp. 833-837. 
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and first two moments 
- fo -(1-V";f;)t 
1e_ - IL() L 
-v ll ~ ( 11 T ) - (!-4J#3)t 
""z,.., _·lt_l + ,;-z_ ~~ .£ 
-}1-' - In w "L JLtJ m tAJ 
However, when C.U'l- was very small, the mean and variance were 
the same as for the free particle. Because of the conditions 
used in calculating the moments, these results were valid only 
for large ;d - meaning the motion was strongly overdamped -
and for t )) ;6-~ Chandrasekhar also used this method or deter-
!/ 
mining the distribution functions, but in three dimensions • 
. y 
The random walk method.-- Wang and Uhlenbeck used several 
approaches in deriving the distribution functions for the 
harmonically bound particle, including the Fokker-Planck 
method. Another procedure was through the random walk model. 
In this example there was an attractive center so that the 
probabilities varied with the position of the particle. The 
probabilities of moving right and left became ~ =- -ff (1- ~) 
and f= ~(I+~) for the particle at -k.J.. R was a given 
integer and ,J.. was restricted by the condition - R < /r .=:: t_. 
They were unable to find the distribution function by this 
!/Chandrasekhar, op. cit., pp. 27-30. 
g/Wang and Uhlenbeck, op. cit., pp. 327-328. 
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method, although they did find some average values. 
!I Kac was more successful in solving this problem. As 
before, he showed the relationship between the discrete and 
continuous approaches through the limit of the difference 
equation 
which f(n/m;s) satisfied. The initial condition once again 
was 
~ = l{ronecker de/t~ 
The difference equation (23) was put in a form similar to 
that of equation (14) and then expanded in Taylor's Series. 
When he took the limit as 
LJZ;- -_}) k = 0.)~::? ; /J ~ o , /f --77 D , 1\ ---7 tX3 J, ~1"' - J Iff" _., ) .) 
the difference equation w.ent over formally to equation ( 21 ) , 
Smoluchowski' s equation with fore e f { 1L) := - 'K (to/js) f . 
Kac then proceeded in a manner analagous to that used 
for the particle in a field of constant force. This time the-
transition matrix was finite and of the form 
0 'fz~ 6 C) 
I 0 ~If 0 D e=- 0 1-!jR (} %,( 
~ <' C' "' " 
0 0 0 0 jf~ 0 
1/Kac, op. cit., pp. 379-385. 
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The problem now was to calculate the eigenvalues {..~ \ Jt_ ~·H > ••• 
i\ ... A and the matrices f and Q which satis.fied 
0} I ~ 
PQ=I. 
s B was again of the form 
To find the eigenvalues and right eigenvectors Kac, as before, 
considered the sets of linear equations determined by 
and the similar infinite system to be found if B were infinite. 
After developing a power series from these linear equations, 
he came up with the differential equation 
tr 1;) = :A 1\ ~ t {3) 
which had 
.J R0-~) ~~+A) 
1r ~) = 'Yo( 1-{) ( 1+1J) . 
for the solution satisfying f(o)= fa• By taking A-=-~ for 
j .:::: - K>- R+ JJ .. , • ) OJ. M • I~ , he had a polynomial of degree ::< R._ 
and equal to ~{~) so that 1!~-:; (). 'Ihus the ~:::~ were the 
eigenvalues of' 6 and the components of' the right eigenvector 
corresponding to ~·were 
were defined by 
{' rtL fJ'Jc (;) t.i) ' 
0 - I; t!, 1 2 .; • , . 1 C tR where the . (!A-
I< . /(+ . .Zk CjJ k 
( )-~) -d(J+;g) j = lo tk J 
Finding the left eigenvectors .for this problem involved 
a slight change in procedure. Kac used the transposes or· the 
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matrices fJ and Q and the tact that 
P'Q'=I 
/ 
to calculate the components or the columns of (( • He was able 
to express these elements in terms of the (! 4 to finally come 
up with the formula 
(-I )_~-t-YI f< 
( 24) f { n I m J; s) = 1 2..~ Z: 
"' J--::: -I( 
Once again Kac stated that when he took the l~t as 
L\ ~ O; /f' ___,C) ) .A~t- = 'D 3 !f1 = ~ 53'/=' t:; J?Ll -?f(.~ 
~ :2:t(n.tm;s) = r'"Pc~t:J1'·t)-i .. ft.<:.. h1 Ll < 'K-z_ ).:X. (J ) ~ 
I I 
where P(~0 J~;t) was defined as in equation (22). 
1he Ehrenfest model.-- The Ehrenfest model, which had 
the same distribution function as the harmonically bound 
!I particle, was another example considered by Kac. This example 
concerned 2R balls numbered from 1 to 2R and placed in boxes 
I and II. The number of balls in the boxes represented the 
temperatures of two isolated bodies. Starting with R +-n. 
(for -R.~ rt ~ R.) balls in box I, an integer between 1 and 2R 
was chosen by some random procedure. Each integer was 
equiprobable so that the heat exchange was random. The ball 
whose number was chosen was moved to the other box. After 
repeating this process S times, the conditional probability 
f(R+n/ R+m) s) that there were !?+7P> balls in box I after s 
drawings, having started with f<+n balls, was the same as in 
!/Kac, op. cit., p.385. 
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equation (24). This result was reasonable since the 
probabilities in this case depended on the number of balls 
in the box preceding each draw. When the number of balls in 
the box greater than ~ was considered a displacement, this 
was the same situation as the elastically bound particle which 
had probabilities depending on the position of the particle. y 
Friedman arrived at the same answer, equation (24), £or 
the Ehren£est model after attacking the problem in an entirely 
different manner. He compared this example to an urn model 
by calling the balls in box I white and those in box II black. 
For the general urn model he started with a.. white and ./J---
black balls and picked one at random. After each draw ( t+e<.) 
balls of the same color and ~ of the opposite color were 
added. For the Ehren£est model 1>(::-J,p-=1 , and CL+.k=~R. 
Friedman then represented the number of white balls in 
box I after )L drawings by Wn with the initial condition 
}Vo =a. Xn was a random variable equal to +1 if the n~ draw 
was white and 0 if the ·n"' draw was black. Therefore, 
for the Ehrenfest model. He next calculated the conditional 
probability, -p (Xnt- 1=-1; ~-::J), of the (rn-1 )vt draw being white 
if there were } white balls at the n"' draw. Since the total 
number of balls in the urn after 'J1_ draws was CJ..+-6-rn{t{t~tS), 
yB. Friedman, "A Simple Urn Model," Communications on Ptlre 
and Applied Mathematics (March, 1949), 2:59-67. 
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or simply a. • .+t=:<!< for the Ehrenfest model, 
<26 > p (Xnt-t = 1) ~ = 1<.) = /e~R 
J, {X = () · W. = k.) = 1- ktz 1!. r n+l ) n 
The moment generating function of ~ was 
IYI {b)= [ (~ &w,) = ;:I._g j-ft;f (~ =k\ 
.k_ 
He then expressed the moment generating function of M/~1 in 
terms of that for ~ by using equations (25) and (26). After 
calculating the derivative of jh(&}, he obtained the following 
difference-differential equation: 
The initial condition was 
For the Ehrenfest model he was interested in the variable 
which represented the number of balls greater than one half 
the total which was in box I. The moment generating function 
of Kn was 
h,(iJ) :_e_-KIJ~(8). 
From equation (27) he got 
~ -~ ~ ~ 
(28) f: (tJ) ~ .£ -1-~ f: (tJ--) _ £ - ..L- £: '{~) 
n+J c:t YJ ,;{ R In ~ 
He then substituted 
30 
to get the difference-differential equation 
&- _t:J. 
Jn+J ( rJ) =- £J.Rg 9; (&), 
Next he changed variables so that 
He got 
'jh(t) = R-YI -:t: J· (t). 
Assuming that {i{6)~La~ he got from equations (29) and (30) 
that 
In order to express his final result in a form similar 
He then substituted to get his resulting moment generating 
function back in terms of~~ 
!{ . I( :k. 'd Fn { rJ) = Jj _(( f? -n Z v/e n j):tt) ;?__ D~ ~ j, 
Jz.:::-/f t== -f( j 
From this result he calculated the probability 
. _,('o-n }!- -h n /) {a)j) rJ) 
(31) I{~=~)= 1 1\ F-R V}( f 
which was the same as the result, equation (24) which Kac 
derived as can be seen by substituting into equation (31) 
B.=-~_·. f1=s, a_~-n-- .{·:::::m-- ])/;K) (-J)tf+hc/)(1£) 
,f( ([ ) ) ) (f ) ...c. ,e-1( .. 
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The distribution runction could then be obtained by a procedure 
similar to Kac•s. 
CHAPTER V 
OTHER RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 
Newton's law or cooling.-- Both Kac and Friedman pointed 
out that Newton's law or cooling could be obtained from 
consideration or the average excess over R or balls in box I. y 
Friedman derived this law through the moment generating 
function of Kn (the excess over f( of balls in box I). The 
mean value of ~ was equal to the derivative of the moment 
generating function evaluated at f):= O, 
From the derivative of equation (28) 
it was obvious that 
Here l)r; represented the initial excess over R or balls in 
box I. Taking the limit as f\--'? t>O and the time for one draw 
~-.;0 so that 
I?'/-> ~ i n/f = £) 
v _"(t: 
Friedman derived llo e as the expected excess of balls 
arter time t. Because the balls represented temperature,flo 
!/Bernard Friedman, op. cit., pp. 67-69. 
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equalled ~, the initial temperature. The whole formula, in 
terms of temperature, was the Newton law of cooling: 
T- Te = To e -!t 
Here T was the temperature at time I: and ~ was the 
equilibrium temperature. 
!/ Recurrence times.-- Kac derived two other results of 
interest by introducing generating functions of the conditional 
probabilities. In this manner he proved that there was a 
probability of one for the recurrence of each state (number 
of balls in excess of R. in box I). He also showed that the 
mean recurrence time, 6n, tor each state was 
(9- _ '/ (!{+n) / (1{-n)/ J.~!C 
n- (!R)! 
An example from Kac which illustrates the very different 
values of en - depending on )1. - is the following: 
"If 1?+1> and f?.-11 differ considerably, ~is enormous. 
For example, if /{= 10000, n= 10000, 1"'= 1 second, we get 
b-= 220000 seconds (of the order of 106000 years1) 
If on the other hand, P,+n and 1{-n. are nearly equal, (911 is quite short. If in the above example we set n == 0 we 
get (using Stirling's formula) gj 
& ..-'\...-' 100 1/'ff seconds /'L.- 17 5 seconds • II 
Diffusion and the transport equation.-- The fact that the 
particles in a nonuniform colloidal suspension execute Brownian 
motion makes diffUsion possible: "Diffusion, Brownian motion, 
and fluctuations in concentration are therefore all a single 
1/Mark Kac, op. cit., pp. 386-391. 
y'Ibid., P• 386. 
y 
phenomenon." The random motions of molecules cause one gas 
to permeate another whenever there is a difference in the 
number of particles per unit volume on either side of a 
surface. Thus diffusion may be thought of as a transport of 
molecules across a surface. When the particles are not 
necessarily isotropic, velocity vectors also have to be taken 
into account. The physicist usually considers the N particles 
as located in phase space - the Cartesian space of 6N 
dimensions. The distribution function of the i~ particle 
is J;_OiJ~) where A.. and /1.{; are vectors. The following 
statement defines the distribution function: 
fi (X) 111) eli J;;;;; = Number- oF flir-f,eles ~~ d!t.-J112 , 
Since '~tift, the time rate of change at a point Ur1l2), is 
caused by both the drift of particles and by collisions of 
the particles, 
w_ - ft.Pi/ ) + (r{~) .. 
-lt - \.' D7r-t drir4: tt c.oU.iS/ oM 
y 
in the notation of Kittel. Using the Liouville theorem, 
Kittel derived the Boltzmann transport equation 
(32) 
0 Jf.i +A!( • ~raJ;£ ~L + K' ~Nil-if..: ~l = ~ ~tl(.,w..., 
where ~ was the acceleration, J~ • This equation applies 
~Francis Weston Sears, An Introduction to ~hermodynamics, 
e Kinetic Theory of Gases, and Statistical Mechanics, 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Cambridge, Mass., 1955, 
p. 3.51. 
g/C. Kittel, Elementar~ Statistical Physics, John Wiley and 
Sons, 19.58, pp. 192-19 • 
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when the number of particles remains constant. If new 
particles are formed or if several particles combine into one, 
there will be additional terms on the right-hand side of 
equation (32). 
In many cases the collision term may be approximated as 
follows: (~~S!) _- (~L-{o~ \._ ot i!oH 'te_ 
Here jc is the distribution function in'thermal equilibrium 
and If;_ (A.J!1f1) is the relaxation time - the time needed for 
equilibrium to be established between the internal degrees 
of freedom and the translational motion. When this assumption 
is not permissible, the right-hand side becomes 
(33> t*w)~.~~ = :nr { ) I q; ti -lciJ> ~H 8-- cl~J"J· 
This result was derived in the book by Hirschfelder, Curtiss y 
and Bir~ through consider~tion of the difference between 
the number of particles entering and 
of collisions with molecules of type 
equation (33), the prime on the 
leaving JJ£ J.-1Jt; because 
~· during time dt. In 
means after collision, 
represents an initial relative velocity and an impact 
parameter. It is easy to see that the solution fOD equation 
(32) will be much more complex than that of the simple 
diffusion equation. 
Applications.-- Some of the first applications of Brownian 
!(Joseph o. Hirschfelder, Charles F. Curtiss, and R. Byron Bird, 
Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids, John Wiley and Sons, 
New York, 1954, Chap. VII. 
motion theory involved the formula for the diffusion 
coefficient P. Einstein found the value 
RT t D=rv· b7Tflf1. 
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where 1( was the viscosity coefficient, I' the absolute 
temperature, AI the Avogadro number, /? the gas constant, and 
A the radius of the suspended particle. Using particles for 
which everything but ~ was known, Perrin calculated the value 
of Avogadro's number from this formula. After solving this 
problem, he was able to estimate the masses of different 
molecules from the formula. 
The significance of Einstein's equation for the mean 
square of the displacement, 
may be seen from the following quotation: !I 
"If the formula ~quation (34U is saJiisfied we 
have a convincing proof of the existence of molecules, 
and since Brownian motion is brought about by molecular 
collisions, this is of the greatest importance for the 
verification of the molecular-kinetic theory." 
The experiments of Perrin, Svedberg, and Westgren all helped 
to confirm the formula and thus the kinetic theory. 
Another example of the importance of knowing the 
distribution function of particles in Brownian motion was y 
given by Sears. In detecting current with a galvanometer, 
it is necessary to know whether or not the deflection was 
!/Francis Weston Sears, op. cit. p. 350. 
g/Ibid., pp. 351-356. 
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caused by Brownian motion. From the distribution function 
one can calculate the minimum deflection which indicates the 
actual presence of current. 
Other applications of the study of Brownian motion are 
in the fields of noise analysis and nuclear fission. The emf 
developed in grid resistors by Brownian movements is the most 
prevalent source of thermal noise in well~designed amplifiers. 
In modern nuclear physics the diffusion of neutrons is very 
important, particularly in uranium fission. Neutrons are 
created, slowed by collisions, and eventually diffuse 
throughout the medium involved. Investigations of these two 
problems in modern physics have leaned on the background of 
Brownian motion theory. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a review of some of the methods used in 
deriving distribution functions or the velocity and displacement 
of particles in Brownian motion. These distribution functions 
differ for particles in the presence or different fields of 
force. The free particle, the particle in a field of constant 
force, and the harmonically bound particle are considered in 
detail. Summaries of the methods of solution and results 
obtained by various physicists and mathematicians are stated 
along with some related results. 
oF tk d/sp/tlcemei'Lf . 
The probability distributionAof the free particle in 
Brownian motion was first derived by Einstein in the early 
twentieth century. He found this distribution function to be 
Gaussian as it was the solution of the differential equation 
for diffusion. Later Uhlenbeck and Ornstein arrived at the 
same result through the momentum method. These two physicists 
also used the momentum method to derive the distribution 
function of the velocity or the free particle which they 
proved to be Maxwellian. They obtained the identical result 
as the fundamental solution of the appropriate Fokker-Planck 
partial differential equation. 
Other contributions to the study of the distribution 
functions of the velocity and displacement for the free 
particle were made by Kac and Chandrasekhar. The latter found 
-1-
2 
the distribution ~ctions for the particle in three dimensions 
whereas most previous results had been for the one-dimensional 
case. Kac used the random walk model and arrived at Einstein's 
result through this discrete approach. He also pointed out 
that the difference equation satisfied by the distribution 
function of the displacement went over formally, in the li~t, 
to the diffusion equation. 
To find the probability distribution of the displacement 
for the particle in the presence of a field of constant force 
and with a reflecting barrier, Kac again used the random walk 
model. However, in this case he wrote the difference equation 
satisfied by the distribution function in matrix notation and 
reduced the problem to that of finding the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of a finite matrix. Chandrasekhar used the 
diffusion~ethdd on this same problem but for a particular 
force, namely gravity. 
The momentum and Fokker-Planck methods were used by 
Uhlenbeck and Ornstein in deriving the distribution function 
of the displacement for the harmonically bound particle. Kac 
solved this problem in a manner similar to that which he used 
in the previous two examples. An entirely different approach 
was used by Friedman who compared this problem with an urn 
model and arrived at the same result as Kac through the 
development of generating functions. 
The last chapter of the paper deals briefly with some 
related results and applications of Brownian motion theory. 
Some of the topics considered are Newton's law of cooling, 
recurrence times, and the transport equation which is 
3 
satisfied for particles which are not necessarily isotropic. 
Applications mentioned range from Perrin's use of Einstein's 
formula for the diffusion coefficient in calculating Avogadro's 
number to the current investigations in noise analysis. 
